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Introduction 

Cells of all eukaryotes are divided into compartments called organelles each with their own internal 
environment and protein content optimized for the function. To exchange compounds between organelles 
without compromising the structural integrity, vesicles bud from one organelle membrane and then fuse with 
another1. The same mechanism is also used to excrete compounds produced by organelles1. This combination 
of compartmentalization and trafficking in part causes the spatial complexity of higher organisms/eukaryotes2. 
The fusion of the vesicle with the cellular membrane or the membrane of an organelle occurs in 3 steps: 1, 
docking of the vesicle with the membrane; 2, priming of the fusion machinery on both membrane surfaces and 
3, physical merging of the lipid bilayers 1. This fusion process cannot happen spontaneously, however, as 
electrostatic and hydrostatic forces cause membranes to repel each other3. All three steps in the membrane 
fusion are thought to be mediated by a protein complex called Soluble NSF (N-ethylmaleimide sensitive fusion 
protein) Attachment protein REceptor or SNARE1. The SNARE is a bundle consisting of four helical proteins 
consisting of one arginine containing helix or R-SNARE, and three glutamine containing helices or Q-SNAREs 
(Qa, Qb and Qc)4,5.  

The SNARE complex(figure 1) has one ionic and 15 hydrophobic layers of interactions between the different 
components of the SNARE complex5,6. Specific residues in SNARE complexes can be phosphorylated which may 
either promote or inhibit vesicle fusion7–11. Residues which have opposite effects may be phosphorylated by 
the same protein resulting in an incoherent feed forward loop 12. VAMP8 is the R-SNARE of the SNARE complex 
of rats (Rattus norvegicus) and mice (Mus musculus); the other components are Syntaxin 7 (Qa), Vti1b (Qb) 
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and Syntaxin 8 (Qc)6,13. Recently four phosphorylation sites (T47, T53, S54 and S61) were identified in VAMP8 
which completely suppress the function of the SNARE complex when phosphorylated7. Residues T47, S54 and 
S61 were located in the +3, +5 and +7 hydrophobic layers, while residue T53 lies just outside layer +5. The 
authors7 proposed this mechanism might function as a general mechanism to reduce synaptic vesicle fusion 
and thus prevent complete release of all secretory vesicles. Mutating these residues into alanine, and thus 
preventing phosphorylation, improved secretion in comparison to unphosphorylated WT VAMP8 even if 
VAMP8 is knocked down. Mutating even one of these residues to glutamate (a phosphomimetic mutation as 
the negative charge mimic that of phosphate) completely prevents fusion. The mechanism as to how the 
phosphorylation and mutations affect the vesicle fusion is currently unknown however. 

 

Figure 1: Overview of the SNARE complex A: Crystal structure of VAMP8 in an autophagy SNARE complex (PDB: 4WY4). Residues T47, T53, S54, and S61 
are shown as sticks-and-balls in the middle of the SNARE complex in an orthogonal view (image retrieved from Malmersjö et al.7). B: Accessible surface 
area for each residue in the VAMP8 SNARE domain (calculated from PDB: 4WY4). The 16 SNARE layers are all buried inside the SNARE complex with 
minimal surface accessibility. The four phosphorylation sites (T47, T53, S54, and S61) all have low accessible surface areas (image retrieved from 
Malmersjö et al. 7). C: Sequence of rat VAMP8 SNARE domain compared to VAMP7 and VAMP2 (synaptobrevin). The 16 layers in the SNARE domain are 
highlighted in yellow and numbered below, with arginine (R) at layer zero (image retrieved from Malmersjö et al. 7). D: Visual representation of the 
SNARE complex with the 16 layers visualized and marked (image retrieved from Durrieu et al.5). 

A recent article14 used Molecular Dynamics simulations to provide evidence that SNARE mediated membrane 
fusion is an entropically driven process in which SNARE complexes form a ring pulling the two membranes 
closer together enabling fusion, after the SNARE complexes have fully zippered. It is therefore a reasonable 
hypothesis to assume that the mutations and phosphorylation of the residues discovered by Malmersjö et al.7 
influence the zippering of the SNAREs by either stabilizing or destabilizing the SNARE complex by altering the 
free energy released by the zippering. In this study this hypothesis will be tested by performing MD 
simulations doing thermodynamic integration using GROMACS software15,16 (specifically version 2018.1) in 
order to determine whether or not the mutations and phosphorylation of the residues stabilize or destabilize 
the SNARE complex.  
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Molecular dynamics (MD)17,18 is a method for analyzing the physiochemical properties of molecules through 
computer simulations. In these simulations the Newtons equations of motion are solved for the molecules of 
the system that is being simulated, the interactions and forces between the particles are given as energy 
potentials. GROMACS15,16 is a versatile open source software that can use all major MD force fields including 
15 flavors of AMBER, CHARMM, GROMOS and OPLS, and is one of the few19,20 MD programs that can use the 
coarse-grained Martini force field16. The GROMACS version used here was 2018.1 as it is the most recent 
version that can be used by the Peregrine HPC cluster21. Thermodynamic Integration(TI) is a method to 
calculate or estimate the free energy difference between two different states of a system by using the free 
energy difference of both states to a reference state. In this study the TI method described by Seeliger and De 
Groot22 will be used to estimate the free energy of folding for both the WT and mutant SNARE complexes using 
ALA-X-ALA and GLY-X-GLY tripeptides as reference for the unfolded state of the protein. This will be done for 
both phosphorylation and mutations to alanine and glutamate in order to evaluate the effects of both types of 
mutations. The mutations will be performed with the new coarse-grained force field Martini 3.0.423 in order to 
test this force field. In addition the mutations will also be simulated using GROMOS54a724 and AMBER99sb-
ILDN25 force fields to have fully tested atomistic force fields to compare the Martini 3.0.4 force field to. 
GROMOS54a7 was picked as a GROMOS force field was used to create the original Martini force field26,27 and it 
is the most advanced GROMOS force field compatible with GROMACS 2018.1. The AMBER-99sb-ILDN force 
field was picked to have another atomistic force field to compare the results of the GROMOS force field to and 
it is the most advanced versions of the AMBER force field compatible with GROMACS 2018.1. For GROMOS 
and Martini force fields phosphorylation will be simulated as well. Phosphorylation was not simulated for the 
AMBER force field because no force field variant with post translational modifications for AMBER force field 
could be found that was compatible with GROMACS software28,29. 

AMBER99sb-ILDN like other AMBER force fields (as well as most CHARMM30,31, and OPLS32) is an all-atom force 
field (meaning all atoms are simulated). While AMBER in general is parameterized for protein simulations33,34, 
this particular force field was optimized to have secondary structure34 and side-chain torsions25 in better 
agreement with experimental NMR data. GROMOS54a7 like other GROMOS force fields is an united atom 
force field (meaning aliphatic CHn groups are combined into singular atoms). GROMOS 54a7 was 
parameterized for pure liquids of a range of small polar molecules and the solvation free enthalpies of amino 
acid analogs in cyclohexane with the partial charges adjusted for better hydration free energy and improved 
torsional angles and charged groups and particles.  
The Martini force fields are coarse grained force fields, this means that several (~4) large atoms (e.g. not a 
hydrogen) along with their hydrogens get combined into a single bead. The Martini force field was originally 
parameterized for lipids26 but was later expanded for proteins35. The new Martini 3.0.4 force field23 has two 
additional bead sizes small (S) beads and tiny (T) which represent 3 and 2 large atoms respectively, these 
additional bead sizes allow Martini 3.0.4 to capture the differences between the various amino acids better 
than its predecessors as the smaller beads allow for more details. 

The initial simulations showed large difference between the force fields even between the GROMOS and 
AMBER force fields despite both being atomistic. Thus simulations using different conditions (using a bigger 
box size for GROMOS and AMBER, using PME for GROMOS and Martini and using ions that shift charge when 
the state changes for the mutations to glutamate and phosphorylation) were done in an attempt to alleviate 
the difference in values between the AMBER and GROMOS force fields. 

Seeliger and De Groot made a program called pmx36–39 to automatize the making of hybrid topologies which 
can be used for thermodynamic integration, thus enabling high throughput TI simulations. This program works  
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for the AMBER, CHARMM and OPLS force fields. Here a modified version was made called martini-pmx which 
also works for the Martini 3.0.4 force field thus enabling high throughput TI simulations for a coarse-grained 
force field. 

Materials and Methods 

Software: 

GROMACS version 2018.1 was used15,40. The force fields that were used were GROMOS54a724 , AMBER99sb-
ILDN25 and Martini 3.0.423. 

GROMOS54a7 is an united atom force field in which the bond, angle and dihedral parameters are given as 
types (e.g. gb_27 for a bond between two CHn groups)24,41. GROMOS normally uses reaction field 
electrostatics42. 

AMBER99sb-ILDN25  is an all-atom force field in which the force constants and equilibrium values of a bond, 
angle, dihedral etc. do not need to explicitly given in the topology as the force field has those stored for all 
combination of atoms involved in the bond, angle, dihedral etc. that are possible for the force field. AMBER 
always makes use of Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) electrostatics for simulations43. 

Contrary to the atomistic force fields, for Martini 3.0.4 (as with all Martini force fields26) the masses of atoms 
do not need to be explicitly given while the force constants and equilibrium values of all bonded interactions 
do need to be fully written out in a topology file. Martini 3.0.4 normally uses reaction field electrostatics42. The 
force field has three bead sizes; normal (represent ~4 Large atoms, mass 72.0 kDa), small (S) beads (represent 
~3 large atoms, mass 54.0 kDa) and tiny (T) beads (represent ~2 large atoms, mass 36.0 kDa).  

Preprocessing: 

The SNARE complex was retrieved from the PDB database (PDB-ID: 1gl2). Missing atoms were added and 
mutation were made using PyMOL44,45. Further preprocessing was done using scripts utilizing GROMACS 
commands (see supplementary files).  
For GROMOS and AMBER: First the structure is energy minimized and then periodic boundaries are added 
(cubic box for tripeptides, triclinic for SNARE complex but dodecahedron in case of the larger boxes, using a 
dodecahedron generates a larger box for the SNAREs). Minimal distance between protein and borders is 3.0 
nm for tripeptides and 1.0 nm for SNARE complex (otherwise the proteins and tripeptides will interact with a 
counterpart of itself past the periodic boundary). Then solvent and ions are added to the system, and the 
system was energy minimized again. Afterwards a short position restrained simulation was performed 
followed by a short temperature coupled simulation and then a pressure coupled simulation.  
For Martini: First martinize246 is used to convert a pdb structure to a topology file using Martini coarse-grained 
beads and force field. The topology file was edited to refer to main, solvent and ions topology files in the 
martini 3.0.4 force field directory. Then periodic boundaries are added (cubic box for tripeptides, triclinic for 
SNARE complex), minimal distance between protein and borders is 3.0 nm for tripeptides and 1.0 nm for 
SNARE complex. Afterwards a short energy minimization run was performed. Then water is added to the 
system (editing the topology file to make sure the water beads have the right names) followed by another 
minimization run. Then ions are added to the system followed by a minimization run and a equilibration run.  

For the GROMOS and Martini force fields the topology files were manually edited after preprocessing to add 
the second states(figure 2A). The topologies with the second states are called hybrid topologies. For 
phosphorylation and mutations to glutamate the phosphorylated residue or the glutamate is used as the first 
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state. This is done because these residues are larger than unphosphorylated threonine or serine and thus have 
more atoms in the atomistic models (GROMOS and AMBER), making it easier to construct hybrid topology files 
for the TI simulations as less atoms need to be added that way (figure 2B). This reversal was done for the same 
cases in the coarse-grained model for the sake of consistency. This also meant the ∆G1 and ∆G4 values for 
those simulations had to be multiplied by -1 as they had performed in reverse. 

 

Figure 2: Hybrid topologies. A: Topology file of a S54E SNARE for the GROMOS force field, the hybrid residue is shown, the largest residue (here 
glutamate) being used as the first state. B: a visualization of the structure of a tripeptide with a V2F (Valine to phenyl alanine) hybrid residue. Valine 
(dark gray) is in the physical state A, whereas phenylalanine (light gray) is in the state B. If the larger residues was taken as state A less atoms would 

need to be added during manual editing of the topology files. (image retrieved from Seeliger, D. & de Groot(2010)22)  

For the Martini force field restrained bonds between beads involved in the TI were given as bond with a high 
force constant because otherwise TI cannot be performed. These force constants were rendered as two 
variants: fc_100000 and fc_1000000. This was done because the second version was advised by the Martini 3.0 
force field as it was given in the topology file as the value to give for bonds replacing constraints if the 
molecule was set to flexible, but using this value required a smaller time step. Therefore fc_100000 was 
chosen and used until the force constant of a bond of the phosphorylated serine exceeded this value. 
Afterwards fc_1000000 were performed to investigate if it would produce significant difference in the results 
as the force constant of a non-restrained bond exceeding that of a restrained one would be highly unusual.  

For the AMBER force field the online pmx server36,37,47,48 was used to generate the hybrid structure. The 
topology files were edited so that for all particles the masses of both states were the same (if there was a 
second state), the mass being set to the highest mass of the two states. This is necessary because otherwise 
the simulations become numerically unstable. After these modifications the scripted preprocessing would be 
initiated. A slightly modified version of AMBER99sb-ILDN25 (downloaded from the pmx website) was used 
which contained the topologies of the mutations.  
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For phosphorylated proteins and peptides the Vienna PTM 2.0 webserver49–52 was used to generated the 
necessary pdb files for the GROMOS force field. A modified version of the GROMOS54a7 force field was used 
to accommodate for the new post-translationally modified residues. This force field was used for all 
simulations of the GROMOS force field, unmodified GROMOS54a7 was only used for the simulations of the 
mutations to alanine and glutamate using ALA-X-ALA tripeptides without a bigger box size, PME or shifting 
ions. Phosphorylation was not applied for the AMBER99sb-ILDN force field because no generator for post 
translational modifications for AMBER force field could be found that was compatible with GROMACS 
software28,29. For Martini force field the phosphorylated residues had to be manually parameterized(see 
below).  

Thermodynamic integration 

Thermodynamic integration(figure 3) was performed as described Seeliger and De Groot22. Thus ΔΔG = ΔG1 – 
ΔG4 = ΔG3 – ΔG2 is used as an indicator of the differences in the free energy of folding between the two states. 
ΔG1 is the free energy difference between mutant and Wild Type(WT) unfolded states, ΔG2 is the free energy 
of folding of the mutant proteins while ΔG3 is that of the WT protein and ΔG4 is the free energy difference 
between mutant and wild type folded states. Thus the value of the ΔΔG indicates if the ΔG2 or the ΔG3 has a 
higher value (in the former case the ΔΔG will be positive in the latter case it will be negative). Either ALA-X-ALA 
or GLY-X-GLY tripeptides are used as reference for the unfolded state of the protein (X being the residues that 
are mutated or phosphorylated). 

 

Figure 3: The Thermodynamic cycle. The unfolded state was modeled with capped AXA or GXG peptides (X = any amino acid). From the thermodynamic 
cycle, the folding free energy difference ΔΔG = ΔG3-ΔG2 between the wild-type protein and the mutant can be calculated via ΔG1–ΔG4.(image retrieved 

from Seeliger, D. & de Groot(2010)22) 

The thermodynamic integration was run at a reference temperature of 310 K (normal body temperature) and 
reference pressure of 1 bar, v-rescale53,54 temperature coupling and isotropic Berendsen55 pressure coupling 
were used. For neighbor searching Verlet56 cutoff schemes and grid searching were used. AMBER used 
Particle-Mesh Ewald (PME)43 electrostatics GROMOS and Martini force fields initially used reaction field42 but 
later PME was also used for better comparison with AMBER. Martini simulations using PME were run without 
polarizable water model. GROMOS and AMBER force fields used one femtosecond time step while Martini 
used 20 femtosecond time step (decreased to 10 fs for serine phosphorylations and to 5 fs for fc_1000000 
simulations). The λ values used for the thermodynamic integration were: 0.0, 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 
0.99, 1.0.The details are in the run.mdp files in the supplementary data. 

Simulations for GROMOS and AMBER were run for 10 ns while simulations for the Martini force field were run 
for 6.2 ns unless stated otherwise. Simulations for GROMOS and AMBER force fields were send to the 
Peregrine HPC cluster21 to speed up the simulations. 

In case of the AMBER force field an additional run was performed for both ALA-X-ALA and GLY-X-GLY 
tripeptides in which the masses of the beads changed along with the types. This could not be done for the 
SNAREs as that would result in numerical instabilities.  
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Simulations using shifting NAf ions (for topologies see supplementary data) were performed only for 
mutations to glutamate and for phosphorylation. One NAf ion was needed for the simulations of the 
mutations to glutamate to keep the net charge of the system the same for all λ points, two NAf ions were 
required to do the same for the phosphorylation simulations. 

For the GROMOS and AMBER force fields the simulations of threonine to glutamate mutations (glutamate 
technically being the first state as it is the larger residue) had a tendency to become unstable at higher λ 
values. As a result it became necessary to split the threonine to glutamate mutation into two different steps: 
glutamate to serine and threonine to serine. With the AMBER force field T47E remained stable and was thus 
run normally and with the two-step process to see which effect the splitting of the simulation would have on 
the results.  

Parameterization of Post translational modified residues 

The parametrization was done according to the instruction on the Martini website for parameterizing 
molecules based on atomistic simulations27.  

The phosphorylated residues were mapped in the same manner as their unphosphorylated counterparts only 
adding a SD bead for the phosphate group (see supplementary figures 1a and b for details). 

ALA-X-ALA tripeptides (X being either phosphorylated threonine(PTH) or phosphorylated serine(PSE)) were run 
using a Gromos54a7 force field with a reference temperature of 310 K and reference pressure of 1 bar, v-
rescale53,54 temperature coupling and isotropic Berendsen55 pressure coupling were used. The time step was 1 
femtosecond and the simulation length was 5 nanoseconds. For neighbor searching Verlet56 cutoff schemes 
and grid searching were used. 

An index file was created for both tripeptides in which the atoms were grouped in the same manner as they 
are mapped in the Martini force field. These index files were used to get the bond lengths and angles between 
the clustered groups. Then Martini topology files were made for the tripeptides and were run with settings as 
similar as possible to those of the atomistic simulation (time step was 20 femtoseconds until high force 
constant forced the time step be reduced to 10 femtoseconds). Several different values were tried out until 
significant overlap was achieved for bonds and angles between the atomistic simulation and the coarse-
grained one (see supplementary files). 

Mdp files used for simulations are included in supplementary files (run2-gromos.mdp for the GROMOS force 
field, run2-gromos-PME.mdp for the GROMOS force field using PME, run2-amber.mdp for the AMBER force 
field, run2-martini.mdp for Martini force field, run2-martini-PME.mdp for Martini force field using PME).  

Results and discussion 

Simulation were run for mutations to alanine and to glutamate for all three force fields (GROMOS, AMBER and 
Martini). In addition for the GROMOS and Martini force fields phosphorylation was simulated as well, because 
in vivo phosphorylation of the residues is what stalls the SNARE mediated membrane fusion7. Phosphorylation 
was not performed for the AMBER force field due to lack topologies of phosphorylated residues compatible 
with GROMACS28,29. All simulation types were performed with both ALA-X-ALA and GLY-X-GLY tripeptides for 
the unfolded state. ALA-X-ALA tripeptides were used because in Martini 2.2 using GLY-X-GLY would give the 
wrong backbone bead57,58. The GLY-X-GLY were used because those tripeptides were advised by Seeliger en de 
Groot22, but it was also done to see if using ALA-X-ALA tripeptides instead of GLY-X-GLY would give significantly 
different results. 
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The AMBER simulations where beads shift mass were initially done to generate ∆G1 values that could be 
compared with those given on the pmx website37 in the tripeptide database which use changing mass by 
default. It was however also done in order to compare them to the values without shifting mass. Thanks to the 
numerical instabilities in the simulations of the SNARE complex using shifting mass beads the ∆∆G had to be 
calculated using SNAREs without shifting masses instead. However as a result the changes between state A 
and B are not exactly the same for the SNAREs as for the tripeptides under these conditions, which may mean 
that the resulting ∆∆Gs are less reliable and accurate. The resulting ∆∆Gs were still calculated to see if the use 
of shifting mass tripeptides in combination with SNARE without shifting mass would result significant 
difference with the ∆∆Gs of when both tripeptides and SNAREs do not shift masses. That way the reliability of 
shifting mass tripeptides in combination with SNAREs that do not shift mass could be tested. 

In case of the GROMOS force field the variant used for the post-translationally modified proteins and 
tripeptides was also used for the unphosphorylated proteins and tripeptides to allow for better comparison. 
This was also done because the unmodified version of GROMOS54a7 used dihedral type 39 for a dihedral 
involving the N-terminal NH3 group which is not the correct type as that should be dihedral type 2924. Since the 
modified version of the force field was more correct the unmodified version was not used after the first set of 
simulations (unmodified ALA-X-ALA simulations for mutations to alanine and glutamate). 

In the initial simulations of both mutations to alanine and to glutamate as well as in those of phosphorylation 
there could be large differences (often ~10 KJ/mol for mutation to alanine and often ≥20 KJ/mol for the rest) 
between the force fields even between the two atomistic force fields. In order to resolve the difference 
between the force field several different conditions for the simulation were tried. Martini 3.0.423 is a coarse-
grained force field and thus has a lower amount of details in comparison to the atomistic force fields which 
might cause larger differences with either of the atomistic force fields26, thus making large differences less 
unexpected. Also Martini 3.0.4 is still being tested and thus could still have some errors. 

An examination of initial simulations revealed the SNARE would pass to the periodic boundaries of the box 
during the simulations, which can cause the SNARE to interact with itself through these periodic boundaries. 
When using a dodecahedron instead of a triclinic box the box size would increase and the SNARE would no 
longer pass through the periodic boundaries. Thus this increased box size was used for the simulations for the 
GROMOS and AMBER force fields to reduce the differences between the force fields. Due to a quirk in the 
preprocessing the Martini force field used this bigger box size from the start. 

The GROMOS and Martini force fields used reaction field electrostatics during the initial simulations while the 
AMBER force field used PME electrostatics. This difference could possibly be the reason for the difference in 
∆∆G between the different force fields, thus the GROMOS and Martini force fields simulations were also 
performed using PME to see if this was truly the case. 

For the Martini 3.0.4 force field the PME simulations were run without polarizable water model. There is a 
polarizable water model for one of the previous versions of Martini59 but not yet for Martini323 and there have 
been a lot of changes between the first Martini force26 field and Martini 3.0.423. Therefore using the 
polarizable water model of an older version of the Martini force field might not work properly for the Martini 
3.0.4 force field. Not using polarizable water was also done to see what the use of PME without polarizable 
water model would result in for the Martini 3.0.4 force field. 

As the TE, SE, TpT and SpS hybrid residues shift in state, the charges will change as well resulting in a larger 
charge for the system, which may alter the value of ∆∆Gs and is not representative of the situation in vivo. 
Thus simulations in which the net charge would remained the same over all λ points were performed for the 
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mutations to glutamate and phosphorylation. In order to do this some NA+ ions were replaced by NAf ions(see 
supplementary files) which are NA+ ions who have a second state where the charge is zero, thus causing the 
net charge of the system to remain the same. 

All possible combinations between these three alterations to the conditions were tried as well to see if a 
combination of those conditions could reduce the difference between the force fields in case one of those 
conditions alone was not enough. 

A more detailed description of the results of the mutations to glutamate and the phosphorylation is included 
in the supplementary data. 

Mutating the key residues to alanine had a stabilizing effect on the SNARE complex 

According to Malmersjö et al.7 mutations of residues 47, 53, 54 and/or 61 to alanine would improve  
membrane fusion. Here(figure 4, figure S1) mutating these residues to alanine generally resulted in a positive 
ΔΔG which indicates that the mutation decreased the free energy of folding and thus making folding more 
favorable, supporting the conclusion by Malmersjö et al. It must however be noted that in all cases, except 
those of the GROMOS force field using PME and a bigger box size and the Martini 3.0 force field (both higher 
and lower force constant), mutating residue 47 to alanine resulted in a negative ΔΔG. In case of the AMBER 
force field the ΔΔG of the T53A mutation is also negative. These values remained negative even when using a 
bigger box size and/or PME.  
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Figure 4: Mutations to alanine presented in a scatterplot graph. On the x-axis is the residue number of the residue being mutated, on the y-axis is the 
∆∆G given in kJ/mol. GROMOS force field values are given in green, AMBER in orange and Martini in Blue. Given in black are the values for the AMBER 

force field calculated using tripeptides that shift mass, which may have reduced reliability. Top: the ∆∆Gs of the simulations using ALA-X-ALA as the 
unfolded state, not using a bigger box size or PME. Graph indicated as simply GROMOS (given in light green) refers to values calculated using the force 
field without post translational modification. Bottom: the ∆∆Gs of the simulations using GLY-X-GLY as the unfolded state, not using a bigger box size or 

PME. 

In the fc_100000 results of the Martini force field the ΔΔG of T47A has a higher value than that of T53A which 
in turn has a lower ΔΔG than S54A, S54A has higher ΔΔG than S61A. In case of the GROMOS and AMBER force 
fields the ΔΔG of T47A is lower than that of T53A but otherwise the pattern is the same as with Martini 
fc_100000. The Martini fc_1000000 results look like they have the same pattern as the fc_100000 counterpart 
however there is a relatively large standard deviation(~3.0 kJ/mol vs <2.0 kJ/mol for all other 
conditions)(figure S1) around the T47A, T53A and S54A; which means that it might also have the same pattern 
as the GROMOS and AMBER force fields. The larger standard deviation is likely due to the fact that the phase 
space has been less extensively sampled as the higher force constant means slows down movement of the 
bonds and thus sampling. Overall the average values the Martini fc_1000000 has for T47A and T53A better 
match those of an atomistic force field (specifically GROMOS) than the fc_100000 variant whose values for 
those residues are close to neither GROMOS or AMBER. This indicates that the fc_1000000 variant is most 
likely more accurate than the fc_100000 variant, especially under the PME with a bigger box size conditions 
where the differences between the two force fields are within 2.5 kJ/mol for all residues.  
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Increasing the box size by making the box a dodecahedron(figure S1) did slightly alter the ΔΔG and the 
standard deviation but the values remained close(within ~2.5 kJ/mol) to the values of the smaller box and the 
patterns did not change.  The same holds true for the use of PME (figure S1) and for the combination of a 
bigger box size and PME (figure S1). This indicates that the smaller box size or use of reaction field did not 
severely affect the outcomes of the simulations of the ALA mutations. This likely due to the fact the charges do 
not change for the mutations to alanine, as increasing the box size does have a significant effect on mutations 
to glutamate and the phosphorylation(see below). 

To check the quality of the AMBER simulations, the GLY-X-GLY mass change data were compared to the values 
of the pmx website47. For the threonine to alanine mutations that was 120.98 ± 0.27 kJ/mol on the pmx 
website vs 113.19 ± 0.27 kJ/mol from the simulations. For the serine to alanine mutations that was 39.09 ± 
0.19 kJ/mol on the pmx website vs 46.56 ± 0.30 kJ/mol from the simulations. The difference between the 
simulations and the data on the website is ~ 7 kJ/mol which seems to be within reasonable bounds and can be 
explained by differences in the run settings, as larger differences have been found within the simulations 
performed here as a result of different settings. This means that the AMBER simulations are likely to have 
decent quality for the mutations to alanine. This comparison could not be performed for the mutations to 
glutamate or for phosphorylation as there was no data available for those mutations on the pmx website. 

In case of the ΔΔG calculated using GLY-X-GLY with mass change for the AMBER force field resulted in negative 
ΔΔG’s for all four residues for both the smaller and the large box size variants. This likely means that the mass 
change AMBER variant is the least accurate simulation as these results are the only ones showing this 
tendency. This does give confirmation that tripeptides that change mass in combination with SNAREs that 
don’t have reduced reliability and accuracy. 

Aside from the situation with mass change for the AMBER force field all statements made for ALA-X-ALA also 
hold true for GLY-X-GLY. In fact, with exception of again mass change for the AMBER force field, the average 
values of and standard deviation of the ΔΔGs of GLY-X-GLY differ less than 1 kJ/mol from their ALA-X-ALA 
counterpart.  

With the exception of the Martini fc_1000000 without PME all none of the standard deviations are capable of 
shifting to relative position of ∆∆Gs thus disrupting the pattern of relative effect. Therefore the mutations to 
alanine the patterns do not need to be doubted especially those where PME is used. 

The differences between the ΔΔG between the GROMOS and AMBER force fields is ~5-10 kJ/mol  and none of 
the alterations that were tried (bigger box size and use of PME) resolved those differences for either ALA-X-
ALA or GLY-X-GLY tripeptides. The exact differences between the different residues could noticeably be altered 
by the different conditions but the pattern of relative effects could not. 

Mutating the key residues to glutamate had a destabilizing effect on the SNARE complex 

According to Malmersjö et al.7 mutations of residues 47, 53, 54 and/or 61 to alanine would inhibit  membrane 
fusion. Here(figure 5, figure S2, figure S3) mutating these residues to glutamate generally resulted in a 
negative ΔΔG which indicates that the mutation increased the free energy of folding and thus making folding 
more unfavorable.  

In almost all cases the ΔΔG of T47E was lower than that of T53E which is higher than that of S54E, the ΔΔG of 
S54E is lower than that of S61E. The exception to this rule being fc_1000000 simulations where T53E has a 
lower value than S54E but the rest of the pattern is the same. T47E had a more negative ∆∆G than S54E for the 
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AMBER force field unless the combination of a bigger box size and shifting ions(figure 5, figure S3) are used, in 
which case the opposite is true. For the GROMOS force field T47E had a more negative ∆∆G than S54E when 
shifting ions without a bigger box size are used(figure S3), but a less negative ∆∆G under all other conditions. 
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Figure 5: Mutations to glutamate presented in a scatterplot graph. On the x-axis is the residue number of the residue being mutated, on the y-axis is the 
∆∆G given in kJ/mol. GROMOS force field values are given in green, AMBER in orange and Martini in Blue. Given in black are the values for the AMBER 

force field calculated using tripeptides that shift mass, which may have reduced reliability. Top: the ∆∆Gs of the simulations using GLY-X-GLY  as the 
unfolded state, using a bigger box size and shifting ions. Middle: the ∆∆Gs of the simulations using GLY-X-GLY  as the unfolded state, using PME and 

shifting ions. Bottom: the ∆∆Gs of the simulations using GLY-X-GLY as the unfolded state, using a bigger box size, PME and shifting ions. 

In the Martini fc_1000000 simulations the T47E and T53E mutations had at first instance large standard 
deviations (~30-40 kJ/mol), those turned out to be caused by the fact that the chosen length for the 
equilibration run had been too short for this type of mutation in the Martini force field as both tripeptides as 
SNAREs fluctuated heavily in the first ~1000-2000 ps. Cutting the first 2000 ps off solved this issue and 
significantly reduced the standard deviation to be ≤ 5.41 kJ/mol.  

In general the difference in ΔΔG between GROMOS and AMBER can be as much as 30 kJ/mol. These are 
significant amounts that should normally not occur. There is an even bigger difference between either these 
force fields and the Martini force field, as the Martini force field has ΔΔGs which are less negative than those 
for GROMOS and AMBER especially when the lower force constant is used. 

Increasing the box size (figure S2) did significantly alter the values of the ΔΔG and the standard deviation. This 
reduced total difference in ΔΔG between the AMBER and GROMOS force fields, this effect was similar but less 
strong for GLY-X-GLY. The usage of PME (figure S2) for GROMOS and Martini force fields did significantly alter 
the values for GROMOS and Martini fc_1000000 (not for AMBER as AMBER can only use PME electrostatics). 
GROMOS is affected in a similar manner as when the box size is increased. However instead of the differences 
between the GROMOS and AMBER force fields becoming smaller they became bigger. When using both a 
bigger box size and PME (figure S2) the differences between the GROMOS and AMBER force fields are bigger 
than when only the bigger box size is used, but smaller than for conditions without alterations or when only 
PME is used. 

When using ions that shift state overall the differences between the AMBER and GROMOS force fields became 
bigger in comparison to the unaltered conditions. In fact the differences became bigger than with all 
previously tried conditions. Remarkably T53E became strongly positive for the AMBER force field and 
remained so for all combination involving shifting ions. No explanation for this behavior could be found but 
cutting of the first 2 ns of the simulations(figure S7) did not give a negative ∆∆G. Therefore improper 
equilibration has been ruled out as the cause of the strongly positive ∆∆Gs. 

When combining shifting ions and a bigger box size(figure 5, figure S3) the differences between the GROMOS 
and AMBER are overall not smaller nor bigger for either ALA-X-ALA nor GLY-X-GLY in comparison to when only 
shifting ions are used. It must be noted however that the ∆∆Gs of GLY-X-GLY are much smaller for all residues 
except for T53E.  

For GROMOS combining the use shifting ions and PME(figure 5, figure S3) brings for ALA-X-ALA the all ΔΔGs 
(with the exception of T53E which has a much larger difference) of the GROMOS force field were within ~5-8 
kJ/mol of the (not-split) AMBER force field simulation. The combination of shifting ions, a bigger box size and 
PME(figure 5, figure S3) has differences between the GROMOS  and AMBER force fields that are (with the 
exceptions of S61E) 20 kJ/mol or larger than those of only shifting ions. Overall this makes the differences not 
only larger than those of both only using shifting ions and PME, but also those of only shifting ions and a bigger 
box size, giving the largest difference yet found. This means that using shifting ions and PME gave best match 
between the GROMOS and AMBER force fields for ALA-X-ALA, indicating these conditions might be the best 
ones for the mutations to glutamate. With GLY-X-GLY there are some differences; with the combination of 
PME and shifting ions T47E has a larger difference while that of T53E is smaller and for S54E and S61E the 
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differences are more or less the same for both ALA-X-ALA and GLY-X-GLY. These values mean however that the 
overall difference are more or less the same. The statements made with ALA-X-ALA about the combination of 
shifting ions, a bigger box size and PME also hold true for GLY-X-GLY. Like ALA-X-ALA shifting ions and PME 
gave a very good match between GROMOS and AMBER unlike ALA-X-ALA the combination of a bigger box size 
and shifting ions is another promising candidate. For GLY-X-GLY the differences of bigger box size and shifting 
ions in comparison to PME and shifting ions are much smaller for 3 of the 4 key residues but significantly larger 
for the fourth one (T53E). This indicates the discrepancies between the force fields was likely an effect of the 
changes in as PME and shifting ions primarily work  on the electrostatics. 

For the Martini force field there is no shift larger than ~8 kJ/mol except when PME and shifting ions are 
combined. Overall the shifts in the Martini force field do not contribute as significantly towards a reduction of 
the difference with either the GROMOS or the Martini force fields, as the shifts of the other force fields do. 
The differences with the GROMOS force field are the smallest when using PME and shifting ions. The 
differences with the AMBER force field are the smallest when only a bigger box size is used although the 
combination of PME and shifting ions was a close runner up for GLY-X-GLY, as except for T53E all differences 
there were smaller than when only a bigger box size was used. 

The standard deviations are typically within or close to 2.5 kJ/mol for GROMOS and Martini and around the 5-8 
kJ/mol) for AMBER(figure S2). The standard deviations when using shifting ions are  around the 6 kJ/mol for 
GROMOS , 10 kJ/mol for AMBER and within 2.5 kJ/mol of for the Martini force field figure S3), it must be noted 
however that for GROMOS and AMBER standard deviations as high as 15 kJ/mol could be reached. Despite the 
sometimes large values the standard deviations are not capable of disrupting the pattern of relative effects 
except between T47 and S54 for the AMBER and T47 and T53 for GROMOS, which had values that were close 
to each other relative to those of the other residues. 

Using ions that shift state had some interesting effects on the simulations of both the mutations to glutamate 
and of phosphorylation. First to note is for the AMBER and GROMOS force fields both the ΔG1 and ΔG4 became 
~1.5-2.0 as big as before. Also there was a strong increase in the standard deviation for the GROMOS force 
field especially in case of the phosphorylation simulations. In all likelihood the fact that more beads shift 
charges causes the system to fluctuate more which increases the standard deviations. However the charges 
that appear or disappear when the residues shift state are balanced out by the shift in charge of the ionic 
beads. Thus using ions that shift state has both advantages and disadvantages. In a future project it should be 
looked into if any additional settings make the usage of ions that shift state more efficient and/or accurate. 

Splitting the TI into two parts did significantly affect the final values (difference ~20 kJ/mol). Which means that 
splitting up the simulation can cause some unreliability in the results. On the other hand, the combination of 
ions that shift state and a bigger box size reduces the differences between the averages values to be smaller 
than 0.5 kJ/mol, but the standard deviation under those conditions can be rather large so this needs to be 
interpreted with caution. 

Phosphorylating the key residues had a destabilizing effect on the SNARE complex with a varying pattern of 
relative effects 

The phosphorylation is particularly interesting to look at as it is typically transient making the effects it has on 
free energy of folding difficult to measure. This why Malmersjö et al.7 decided to use mutation to glutamate to 
mimic the effects of phosphorylation on the SNAREs. Here(figure 6, figure S4) it is possible to simulate 
phosphorylation directly and thus observe its results. The ΔΔGs of this study are almost all negative indicating 
that the phosphorylation increased the free energy of folding and destabilizing the SNARE. 
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For the GROMOS simulations, increasing the box size(figure 6, figure S4) did significantly alter the ΔΔG, 
especially in the case of S54pS which became ~50 kJ/mol more negative. Because the other ΔΔGs became ~20-
30 kJ/mol less negative than those of the smaller box, the shift of S54pS altered the pattern of the relative 
effects of the residues. The resulting pattern matches that of mutations to glutamate. This holds true for both 
ALA-X-ALA and GLY-X-GLY(figure S4).  

 
Figure 6: Phosphorylation presented in a scatterplot graph. On the x-axis is the residue number of the residue being mutated, on the y-axis is the ∆∆G 

given in kJ/mol. GROMOS force field values are given in green and Martini in Blue. Top left: the ∆∆Gs of the simulations using ALA-X-ALA as the unfolded 
state, both with and without the use of a bigger box size. Top right: the ∆∆Gs of the simulations using ALA-X-ALA as the unfolded state, using PME both 
with and without the use of a bigger box size. Bottom left : the ∆∆Gs of the simulations using ALA-X-ALA as the unfolded state, using shifting ions both 
with and without the use of a bigger box size. Bottom right: the ∆∆Gs of the simulations using ALA-X-ALA as the unfolded state, using PME and shifting 

ions both with and without the use of a bigger box size. 

In contrast to the mutations to GLU and ALA the Martini fc_100000 and fc_1000000 have the same pattern of 
relative effects and have very similar values (with the exception of T53E they are all within 2.5 kJ/mol of each 
other) in case of the ALA-X-ALA simulations. The pattern of relative effects are however different when 
comparing the different force constant variants for GLY-X-GLY(figure S4). In case of the  fc_100000 the T47pT 
and T53pT both have a higher ΔΔG than S54pS, while in case of the fc_1000000 both have a lower ΔΔG. The 
values of S54pS and S61pS have a difference smaller than 2.5 kJ/mol between the fc_100000 and fc_1000000 
variants. S61pS has a slightly positive ∆∆G. 

For the GROMOS simulations using PME(figure 6, figure S4) altered the pattern of relative effects again as 
T53pT now has a more negative ∆∆G than T47E while S61pS now has a less negative ∆∆G than S54pS. This is 
the opposite of what is the case under conditions without alterations. When a bigger box size and PME were 
used a pattern of relative effects matching that of the mutations to glutamate would be found, just like when 
only a bigger box size is used. 
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For Martini fc_100000 and fc_1000000 using PME(figure 6, figure S4) did not alter the patterns of expression 
already present for both ALA-X-ALA and GLY-X-GLY. In addition the values of the Martini force field did not get 
any closer to those of GROMOS. The differences between the ΔΔGs of fc_100000 and fc_1000000 also 
remained more or less the same, with the differences being within 5 kJ/mol of their values without PME. 

For the GROMOS simulations using shifting ions(figure 6, figure S4) altered the pattern of relative expression 
as S54pS became more negative than T53pT yielding a pattern  that is similar to that of mutations to 
glutamate.  
Increasing the box size in addition to using shifting ions(figure6, figure S4) makes S54pS positive at a value of 
17.91 kJ/mol for ALA-X-ALA and 48.34 for GLY-X-GLY(figure S4). It must be noted however that S54pS has a 
standard deviation of 23.08 kJ/mol for ALA-X-ALA which can put the ΔΔG in the negatives, The standard 
deviation of GLY-X-GLY (27.29 kJ/mol) is however not enough to do this. These large standard deviations also 
mean the results may be less reliable. But this positive value is unusual as phosphorylation  has a destabilizing 
effect and should thus give a negative ∆∆G. The pattern of relative effects was also altered as prior to 
increasing the box size. S54pS had a less negative value than T53pT while after the box size increased the roles 
were reversed. Most peculiarly the resulting pattern no longer has symmetry with the mutations to glutamate. 
This is the opposite of the previous situations where there was symmetry with the mutations to glutamate 
when a bigger box size was used but not when a smaller one was used.  
When using PME in combination with shifting ions S61pS became strongly positive at a value of 43.87 for ALA-
X-ALA and 24.66 for GLY-X-GLY. The standard deviation of S61pS (16.93 for ALA-X-ALA, 15.52 for GLY-X-GLY) is 
not enough to place the ΔΔG within the negatives, unlike S54pS when a bigger box size and shifting ions are 
used. The pattern of relative effects alters again in comparison to when only shifting ions are used, now 
resembling the pattern found for mutations to glutamate.  
Using a bigger box size and PME and shifting ions will make the ∆∆G S61pS close to 0 kJ/mol. The standard 
deviation of S61pS remains more or less the same, which means that the ΔΔG can end up in the negative 
values. The pattern of relative effects remained the same as prior to increasing the box size, meaning that for 
phosphorylation the pattern of relative effects will only stop changing when both PME and shifting ions are 
used.  

For GLY-X-GLY(figure S4) the pattern of relative effect is the same as with ALA-X-ALA under all possible 
conditions even if the exact values can differ by as much as 30 kJ/mol. This means that for the phosphorylation 
in the GROMOS force field which tripeptides are used for the unfolded state can have an effect on the exact 
values of the ∆∆Gs but not on the pattern of relative effects.  

When using shifting ions the ΔΔGs of Martini fc_100000 T53pT of GLY-X-GLY(figure S4) became strongly 
positive at a value of 16.17, for ALA-X-ALA the shift is less strong with the value ending up at 2.19 kJ/mol. 
Unlike with similar situations in the GROMOS force field the standard deviation is 2.45 kJ/mol instead of larger 
than 10 kJ/mol. For both ALA-X-ALA and GLY-X-GLY the patterns of relative expression are the same as under 
conditions without alterations. The difference in ΔΔG values between GROMOS and Martini are overall not 
smaller than under conditions without shifting ions. 

When using PME and shifting ions for the Martini force field the differences between the pattern of relative 
effects did not alter but the difference with the values of the GROMOS force field became smaller especially 
for the ALA-X-ALA fc_1000000 variant. For the fc_1000000 variant of ALA-X-ALA the ΔΔGs are with the 
exception of S54pS all within 8 kJ/mol of their counterparts in GROMOS with a bigger box size, PME and 
shifting ions. In case of T53pT and S61pS the difference are even within or close to 2.5 kJ/mol. While again 
with the exceptions of S54pS this even lower with fc_100000 that is only the case with ALA-X-ALA. For GLY-X-
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GLY the differences are significantly larger than for ALA-X-ALA. Thus with GLY-X-GLY the fc_1000000 is still 
closer to acceptable bounds with the GROMOS force field than fc_100000. Thus the combination of bigger 
box, size PME and shifting ions overall seems to be the best match obtained for the phosphorylation mutations 
between the GROMOS and Martini force fields. 

Despite mutations to glutamate and phosphorylation having the same pattern (when it stops shifting) 
differences between the two different mutation types can be as large as 20 kJ/mol or larger still. Considering 
that phosphorylation gives a divalent charge in comparison to the single charge of mutations to glutamate, a 
more negative ∆∆G for phosphorylation would be expected, this is not however always the case. Without 
shifting ions the mutations to glutamate most often give a more negative ∆∆Gs than phosphorylation does or 
the values are overall more or less the same. When shifting ions are used for ALA-X-ALA then the 
phosphorylation does give more negative ∆∆Gs than mutations to glutamate but this no longer the case if in 
addition to shifting ions also PME and/or a bigger box size are used. For GLY-X-GLY the use of shifting ions 
gives more negative ∆∆Gs than mutations to glutamate even when PME or PME and a bigger box size is used, 
it is however not the case when only shifting ions and a bigger box size are used. It is wise to investigate this 
further in the future especially to see if phosphorylation does indeed have a stronger effect at suppressing 
vesicle fusion than mutations to glutamate in vivo. 

With both Martini fc_100000 and fc_1000000 the ∆∆G of S61 is positive for the phosphorylation simulations 
and for the simulations of the mutations to glutamate when shifting ions are used. S61 has noticeably positive 
values of 5 kJ/mol or more for the fc_1000000 simulations of mutations to glutamate using PME and shifting 
ions and phosphorylation using shifting ions both with and without PME. All other values were within or close 
to 2.5 kJ/mol of zero. These occurrences are likely caused by the fact that in the simulated part of the SNAREs 
S61 was close to the C-terminus and was thus more in contact with the solvent and ions than the other 
residues which are further away from the termini. The increased contact with solvent and ions could in part 
compensate for the appearance of an additional charge thus making the ∆∆G positive. The fact the ∆∆G of S61 
reaches more significantly positive values when shifting ions are used indicates this as the appearing positive 
charges of NAf would compensate for the appearing negative charges of glutamate and phosphorylated serine. 
The fact that this does not occur for the atomistic force fields is most likely caused by the difference of 
atomistic vs coarse-grained force fields and that Martini 3.0.4 is still being tested. 

S54pS has very strong shifts for the GROMOS force field when the conditions change. This can be explained by 
the fact that the divalent charge of the phosphorylate residue has a very strong effect. This is very probable 
considering S54 has overall one of the strongest effects on the stability of the SNARE. Utilizing PME can 
strongly reduce these shift indicating that these shifts were indeed the results of the divalent charge 
influencing electrostatics. 

The positive ∆∆Gs for S54pS for shifting ions with bigger box size and S61pS for shifting ions with PME for the 
GROMOS force field are unexpected, as a phosphorylation in all other instances gives negative ∆∆Gs. Even 
harder to explain is the positive value of T53pT for the GLY-X-GLY variant of Martini fc_100000 when only 
shifting ions were used, as unlike for the GROMOS force field there was no large standard deviation. No 
explanation for these discrepancies could be found but cutting of the first 2 ns of the simulations(figure S7) did 
not give a negative ∆∆G even if it did reduce the standard deviation by as much as 10 kJ/mol or more. 
Therefore improper equilibration has been ruled out as the cause of the strongly positive ∆∆Gs. Cutting of the 
first 2 ns might also have reduced the standard deviation by cutting of a valley in the phase. 
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The standard deviations are around ~5 kJ/mol (± 2.5 kJ/mol) for both GROMOS and Martini force field(figure 
S4), except for Martini fc_100000 without PME where the standard deviations are smaller than 2.5 kJ/mol. The 
standard deviations when using shifting ions are typically around the 10-15 (sometimes as high as 20) kJ/mol 
for GROMOS. These standard deviations could not disrupt the pattern of relative effects under the conditions 
where the pattern is stabilized (PME and shifting ions), the exception being between T47 and T53 whose 
values were very close to one another (within 2.5 kJ/mol). Under the other conditions the pattern was more 
readily disrupted by the standard deviations. For the Martini force field the standard deviations are within or 
close to 2.5 kJ/mol when shifting ions are used but not PME, when both shifting ions and PME are used the 
standard deviations are around the 5 kJ/mol for threonine phosphorylation but within 2.5 kJ/mol for serine 
phosphorylation.  

Due to the absence of AMBER there is less data available for the simulation of phosphorylation. This makes it 
more difficult to estimate the quality and success of the simulations performed for phosphorylation.   

Martini-pmx can successfully make a hybrid topology for the Martini 3.0.4 force field 

Pmx generates a hybrid topology in 3 steps: 1, use mutate.py to alter any number of residues in the pdb file 
into hybrid residues; 2,  use gmx pdb2gmx of the GROMACS software to transform the pdb into a .top 
topology file and 3, use generate_hybrid_topology.py to add the second states for the atoms, bond, angles, 
dihedrals etc. to the topology file(s). The choice to adapt pmx for use of the Martini force field was made 
because the alternative was to make an entirely new program. That option would cost more time and might 
have ended with retracing the steps made by pmx.  

Normally the force field called by generate_hybrid_topology.py needs to be the same as the one called by 
mutate.py for the pmx software to work60. However generating a topology file for the Martini3 force field 
requires usage of martinize2 which combines the atoms into larger beads, instead of gmx pdb2gmx which 
cannot do this for larger atoms. martinize2 can be used to make a martini topology which contains a hybrid 
residue with the first states as long as it recognizes the hybrid residue in the pdb. This means that the martini3 
force field only needs to be expanded so that the hybrid residues in the altered pdb can be recognized by 
martinize2 and inserted as the right residue in the topology. Therefore only the generate_hybrid_topology.py 
needs to be altered. 
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Figure 7: overview of the workflow and new components of martini-pmx. Scripts, functions and classes given in blue are a modified version of 
something that was present in the original pmx version, Scripts, functions and classes given in red are new for martini-pmx. A: Flowchart of the general 
workflow of martini-pmx. B: Flowchart visualizing the structure of how generate_hybrid_topology.py works for the Martini 3.0.4 force field. 

generate_hybrid_topology.py(figure 7B) uses several functions which would not work for the Martini3 force 
field, such as the function find_bonded_entries which finds the length and force-constant for a implicitly 
defined bond. This would not work for Martini3 as in Martini force fields all bonds need to be explicitly 
defined26. There it seemed prudent to simply copy the classes and functions that were needed for the martini3 
force field and alter them, adding any additionally necessary functions. Using this approach two new scrips 
were written forcefield_martini.py strongly based on forcefield2.py and martini_mutdb.py based on mutdb.py 
but also copying some functions from generate_hybrid_topology.py.  

forcefield_martini.py contains two classes for handling topology files TopolBase and Topology. The TopolBase 
class was copied from the from forcefield2.py and subsequently altered. The some of the read and write 
functions that were already present were altered to utilize the format used by Martini3. The function to read 
the atoms (atoms being stored in a modified version Atom class as defined in standard pmx) was further 
altered to add the mass if it is not explicitly given (Martini topologies do not have to explicitly give the masses 
of the particles)26 bases on the name/size of the particle because the masses need to explicitly given if a 
second state of an atom needs to be added. The function to read dihedrals was altered to store dihedrals with 
function type 2 (improper dihedrals)26 under a separate list to make it easier to keep track of everything as 
improper/type 2 dihedrals don’t have a multiplicity while normal function type 1 dihedrals do. The function to 
write the atoms was further altered to be capable of setting the mass of both states of a bead to the highest 
mass of the two states if it is asked to do this, as shifting mass increases the risk of crashes during TI 
simulations especially in larger systems as mentioned earlier in the results. The function to write the dihedrals 
was further altered so that when the second state has a different multiplicity than the first state, the dihedral 
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will be split in two as GROMACS is not capable of altering the multiplicity of a dihedral for the Martini force 
field if the states shift during a TI simulation. 
New functions(figure 7B) were added to read and write properties common to the Martini force field but for 
which functions were not yet present. The ifdef FLEXIBLE bonds, ifndef FLEXIBLE constraints and 
type(improper) dihedrals are added by their write functions to the bonds, contraints and dihedrals sections 
respectively. The exclusions and virtual sites n are given their own sections by their write functions. The 
functions to read the ifdef FLEXIBLE bonds and ifndef FLEXIBLE constraints require some additional 
explanation. The define_flexible  function alters the #ifdef FLEXIBLE and #ifndef FLEXIBLE statements thereby 
preventing those bonds and constraints from being read, as they need to be handled separately because they 
need to be flanked by #ifdef/#ifndef and #endif statements23. Then the read_flex function reads both the ifdef 
FLEXIBLE bonds and ifndef FLEXIBLE constraints and uses independently defined function equalize_flex_lists to 
add any element present in those constraints but missing from the bonds to the ifdef FLEXIBLE bonds, it then 
stores all of those bonds.  

The Topology class(figure 7B) shares its name with that of a class in forcefield2.py but has a different structure. 
The Topology class defined in forcefield_martini.py handles topology files and if it is a .top file will also contain 
all .itp files referenced in the .top which are not a standard part of the Martini3 force field. This makes this 
class capable of handling the hierarchical topologies of a .top files. The self.main_topology property is of the 
TopolBase class and contains the main .itp or .top, self.main_has_atoms indicates whether or not the main 
topology directly contains molecule definitions. The class had two functions read_topologies and 
write_topologies. The read_topologies function reads all .itp files referenced to in the main topology file and 
stores them in a list of TopolBase elements. The write_topologies function writes the main topology and all 
included .itp topologies under a consistent naming scheme. The self.ffdir refer to the name of the directory of 
the Martini3 force field. This property serfs to prevent standard components of the Martini3 force field 
reference in the main topology file from being unnecessarily read and stored. 

martini_mutdb.py(figure 7B) has one class named Mut_residue to handle all atoms, bond, angles and dihedrals 
that need to have a second state added to them. The included function read_mtp reads all atoms, bond, 
angles and dihedrals for a hybrid residue from the file mutres.mtp in the force_field directory, but the function 
can be redirected to read another file. It is important to note that improper dihedrals need to be defined 
separately, this makes it easier to keep the oversight. The update_idx_num updates the IDs for the atoms and 
the residue to match those of the corresponding hybrid residue in the topology. The update_BoAnDiIm 
function uses the residue list from the topologies to add any atoms that lie outside the hybrid residue to the 
bonds, angles and dihedrals (both normal an improper), if the atom lies outside the scope of the molecule 
then the bond, angle or dihedral will be removed from the Mut_residue object as those do not exist in the 
topology. The independently defined function add_second_states uses a mutres.mtp file to add the second 
state for the atoms, bonds, angles and dihedrals for each hybrid residue. After all second states are added the 
update residues function is used to make the self.residues list anew with the second states present. 

The generate_hybrid_topology.py script was altered to handle the new classes and functions for the martini 
force field.  Any of the already existing flags aside from  -p, -ff and -o will be ignored if the Martini force field is 
used. Two new flags were added for the Martini 3 force field. The –mut flag is a file options that if used will use 
the file under this flag instead of mutres.mtp in the force field directory. The -equalize-mass flag triggers the 
functionality in the write_atoms function that equalizes the masses of two states of the same atom. 
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shave_pdb.py(figure 7A) was made to remove the C and N from the names of the terminal residues and the D 
from the names of the dummy atoms in the pdb file. This needs to be done as otherwise the pdb file cannot be 
used by martinize2. 

In order to use the pmx variant for the Martini 3.0.4 force field(figure 7A) first use mutate.py to generate a pdb 
with hybrid residues and then use the script shave_pdb.py to alter the pdb into something that can be used by 
martinize2. Afterwards martinize2 can be used to make Martini3 topology files out of the pdb. Then finally use 
the generate_hybrid_topology.py to add the second states to the topology files. Unless any beads unique to a 
specific all-atom force field are used the force field chosen doesn’t really matter as any other details are not 
preserved by martinize2.  

The Martini-pmx program made in this research from the standard pmx version can generate hybrid 
topologies for the Martini 3.0.4 force field. Currently this can only be done for mutation from serine to alanine 
and from serine to glutamate. In the future this will need to be expanded for all combination of canonical 
amino acids. To add a new hybrid residue to the force field it needs to be added at multiple places each in 
another way(figure S5). In addition in the future the code will need to be further streamlined to make it more 
efficient and compact. But if the repertoire of mutations is properly expanded and the code streamlined this 
would enable high throughput TI simulations as well as the generation of mutation libraries for the Martini 
3.0.4 force field for a wide variety of simulated environmental conditions. It would also be wise to also make a 
version of pmx which can make GROMOS hybrid topologies in the future, so that the same can also be done 
for the GROMOS force field. This would allow high throughput TI simulations and mutation library generation 
for most of the commonly used force fields. 

General discussion and conclusion 

As mentioned in the introduction a recent article used MD simulations to show that SNARE mediated 
membrane fusion is an entropically driven process14. As mentioned in the results, mutations to alanine 
generally have a positive ΔΔG indicating that the mutations to alanine lower the free energy of folding. Thus 
this makes it more favorable for SNAREs to assemble. The reverse holds true for the mutations to glutamate 
and for phosphorylation as these cause a higher free energy of folding thus making SNARE assembly less 
favorable. This is a possible explanation for the observation by Malmersjö et al.7 that mutations to alanine 
improve SNARE mediated membrane fusion while mutations to glutamate inhibit it.  

The destabilizing glutamate mutations and phosphorylation have patterns of relative effects that mirrors that 
of the stabilizing alanine mutations. This means that when a residue has the most positive ΔΔG for a stabilizing 
mutation it also has a tendency to have the most negative ΔΔG for a destabilizing mutation. The implication of 
this is that certain residues have stronger effects when mutated than other residues.  From the results this 
means that S54 has the strongest effect on the stability when mutated, followed by T47, although for the 
mutations to glutamate T47 can have a stronger effect for the AMBER force field and when shifting ions are 
used. T53 and S61 seem to have about equally strong effects although this seems to some degree dependent 
on the type of mutation. T47 is closer to S54 in value than it is to T53 for AMBER simulations of the mutations 
to glutamate, and is in fact with a few exception more negative than S54. However the reverse holds true for 
almost all other simulations of the mutations to glutamate. Overall the pattern of relative effects can be safely 
interpreted despite the sometimes large standard deviations, as with a few exceptions (mentioned in the 
results) the standard deviations almost never disrupted the pattern of relative effects. This pattern of relative 
effects is particularly interesting when compared to results from Malmersjö et al.7(figure S6).There, just like in 
this research,  mutating S54 to glutamate has a stronger effect on  the relative secretion than T53 and T53 has 
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a weaker effect than T47. However unlike with Malmersjö et al.7 T47 has stronger effect than S54 and S61 has 
the strongest effect in reducing the relative secretion while in this research it is generally the weakest. This is 
especially strange as T47E, T53E and S54E do not differ very strongly in relative secretion while S61E does. It 
has to be noted however that here the thermodynamics were calculated not the relative secretion like 
Malmesjö et al.7 did. Also here only a piece of the SNARE complex was simulated instead of its entirety which 
means that in vivo S61 is not nearly as close the C-terminus as it is here. Regardless these differences will need 
to be further investigated in the future. 

In case of the Martini force field using PME resulted into instabilities leading to core dumps, this means that 
under these conditions the martini simulations did not always make it to 6.2 ns but, with a few exception,  
always made to at least 4.2 ns. It has to be noted that for most simulations a few λ points made it to 6.2 ns 
while others did not. Most often the λ points 0 and 0.01 crashed but aside from that there were crashes for 
other λ points that happened in a seemingly random manner. Also the TE mutations with fc_1000000 did 
make it to 6.2ns for all λ points thanks to extra effort as the full length was required as the first 2 ns needed to 
be cut off, this was not done for the other simulations due to lack of time. Likely these instabilities are the 
result of the absence of a polarizable water model for the Martini 3 force field which is recommended when 
using PME. In future research making a polarizable water model for the Martini3 force field is thus highly 
recommended.  

A combination of PME and shifting ions can largely but not completely reduce the difference between the 
GROMOS and AMBER force field for the GLU mutation. When combined with bigger box size it could reduce 
the difference between the GROMOS and Martini force fields for phosphorylation to its smallest point as well. 
PME also gave the smallest standard deviations for the Martini simulations of the mutations to alanine. Taken 
together this indicates that this is the best combination of settings that is used here. As mentioned in the 
results the use of a bigger box size and shifting ions make the differences between the split simulations and its 
non-split counterpart more or less disappear and is also a candidate for the smallest difference between 
GROMOS and AMBER for GLY-X-GLY mutations to glutamate. This indicates that a combination of a bigger box 
size, PME and shifting ions would give the best results but under those conditions the differences between the 
GROMOS and AMBER force fields are larger than when only PME and shifting ions are used both for ALA-X-ALA 
and GLY-X-GLY.  

Thus as even at its lowest the differences between ΔΔGs of GROMOS and AMBER force fields is still significant 
for both the mutations to glutamate and to alanine(which always has the same but still significant difference). 
This can possibly be caused by the fact that AMBER uses an all-atom force field while GROMOS uses an united 
atom force field. This will need to be investigated into the future possibly by running the simulations 
performed here for another united atom and all-atom force field, possibly using CHARMM1930,31 or OPLS-UA32 
for the united atom force field. 

Considering there were significant difference between the ALA-X-ALA and GLY-X-GLY simulations, there is the 
question which one of the two gives the better results. In general the answer to this question it is unclear but 
there are several arguments in favor of both.  
First the difference in relative effects patterns between Martini fc_100000 and fc_1000000 for 
phosphorylation is stronger with GLY-X-GLY than with ALA-X-ALA. The pattern of relative effects of fc_1000000 
has with GLY-X-GLY phosphorylation is not consistent with the those of the GROMOS force field for mutations 
to glutamate and for phosphorylation (when the pattern is stable), while that of ALA-X-ALA is. Also ALA-X-ALA 
gives a better overlap between Martini fc_1000000 and GROMOS force fields for phosphorylation.  
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On the other hand the use of GLY-X-GLY tripeptides gives a decent match between GROMOS and AMBER force 
fields under both PME shifting ions and under shifting ions with bigger box size, while for ALA-X-ALA this is only 
the case with PME and shifting ions. Also the use of GLY-X-GLY tripeptides resulted in a more negative ∆∆G for 
phosphorylation in comparison to mutations to glutamate more often than the use of GLY-X-GLY tripeptides 
does. This taken together seems to indicate that the GLY-X-GLY give better results however this is not entirely 
clear and will need to investigated further in the future. 

The fc_100000 simulations for Martini in general seem to give worse results than the fc_1000000 simulations. 
The fc_1000000 results in general seem to be much closer to those of either the GROMOS of AMBER force 
fields. This is not unsurprising as, using fc_1000000 for restricted bonds, was advised by the Martine force field 
itself. Thus the increase simulation speed is not worth the loss in accuracy. The Martini force field shows 
decent correlation with the GROMOS and AMBER force fields if fc_1000000 is used for restricted bonds. 
However even when fc_1000000 is used the ΔΔGs of the Martini force field are typically higher than those of 
GROMOS and AMBER. In addition the pattern of relative expression was different than those of the GROMOS 
and AMBER force fields for the mutations to glutamate. Also with the phosphorylation simulations the 
fc_1000000 variant was not much closer to the atomistic simulation than the fc_100000 variant except for 
GLY-X-GLY when shifting ions were used. It must be noted here however that the Martini3 force field is still 
being tested and optimized and is a coarse-grained force field meaning there are less beads and therefore less 
steric hindrance thus this might give higher ΔΔGs more easily.   

So far the generated results are useful despite some outliers. As mentioned earlier in the discussion the 
current results provide a possible explanation for the observations made by Malmersjö et al.7, thus the 
approach in itself seems to be useful. The methods performed in an attempt to fix the discrepancies 
(increasing the box size, using PME) between the GROMOS and AMBER force fields could partially but not fully 
reduce the difference between the GROMOS and AMBER force fields. Therefore attempts to fix the problems 
so far seems not be fully successful. Overall the research shows a possible explanation for the results of 
Malmersjö et al.7, that Martini 3.0.4 produces results close to those of the atomistic simulations, and finally 
the fact that sometimes using somewhat different settings (lower force constant, using ALA-X-ALA instead of 
GLY-X-GLY) may significantly affect the results. A program called martini-pmx was made, which is capable of 
generating hybrid topologies for the Martini force field. It also has a force field which can do this. Also the 
Martini 3.0.4 force field was expanded to include phosphorylated threonine and serine.  
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